Abstract Studies of saccadic eye movements in subjects with Tourette syndrome (TS) have provided additional evidence that there is a link between TS symptoms and deficits in fronto-striato-thalamic networks. These studies revealed impaired timing and inhibition of saccades. We compared fixational eye movements, such as microsaccades and ocular drifts, in subjects with TS and healthy controls.We measured horizontal and vertical eye positions with video-oculography in 14 subjects with Tourette syndrome. We found reduced microsaccade amplitude but increased time between adjacent microsaccades (intersaccadic interval). Hence, the rate of microsaccades was reduced in subjects with TS compared to controls. Measure of ocular stability during intersaccadic intervals revealed increased drift velocity and increased variance in eye position. We hypothesize that increased activity of the direct fronto-striatal pathway and the resulting reduction in basal ganglia outflow targeting the superior colliculus fixation zone affect the rate and amplitude of microsaccades in subjects with TS. The resulting impairment in frontal eye field fixation leads to increased drifts during intersaccadic interval in subjects with TS. Possible clinical implication for these results is that fixational eye movements can be objective biological markers of TS.
Introduction
Tourette syndrome (TS) is a neuropsychiatric disorder featuring motor and phonic tics [1] and significant comorbidities in about 50% of those affected. Converging lines of evidence suggest that there is imbalance in the activity of frontostriatal circuits resulting in enhanced transmission through the direct pathway [1] . Studies of eye movements in TS have provided an opportunity to delineate the underlying pathophysiology of its motor manifestations, especially the putative imbalance between the outflow of the direct and indirect pathways leading to tics and other behaviors in TS. Previous studies have described abnormalities in saccadic eye movements in TS [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . The impairments in saccades in TS were as follows: (1) abnormal reaction time of reflexive saccades in prosaccades towards a novel target, as well as during antisaccadic eye movement with subjects trying to inhibit reflexive saccade in favor of a voluntary mirror movement away from the target [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . (2) Increased directional error during anti-saccade paradigm [3, 6, 8] . (3) Timing error in inhibiting the delayed-saccade task when the eye movements were made prematurely, that is, prior to the disappearance of the fixation point [5] . In sum, saccade abnormalities in TS suggest abnormal response inhibition and/or delayed initiation. Both of these are consistent with disruptions in fronto-striato-thalamic networks.
Fixational eye movements such as slow changes in the eye position, called drifts, and rapid re-fixations, called microsaccades, collectively reorganize the foveal coordinates of the environmental image to prevent neural adaptation and visual fading [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . Thus during fixation, microsaccades serve a function analogous to that of visually guided saccades during visual exploration [15] . Both saccades and microsaccades are binocular, mostly conjugate, and both classes of eye movements follow stereotypical amplitude-velocity relationship [16] . Generation of saccades and microsaccades utilizes the same neural substrate [17, 18] .
A number of factors modulate microsaccades. In normal population, their amplitude increases in darkness [19, 20] and their rate increases during tasks requiring high acuity [21] . Task difficulty [22] , mental fatigue [23] , fixation target size [24] , and informativeness of the natural scene [13] are known to affect microsaccades. Mental fatigue and hypoxia also influence drift velocity [23, 25] . In hypokinetic rigid syndromes like parkinsonism, microsaccade amplitude is increased [26, 27] . TS is a disorder with Bdopamine hyperexpression^in the fronto-striatal-thalamic pathways. We therefore predicted that fixational eye movements would be affected in subjects with TS.
Methods
The experiment protocol of this study complied with the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by the Emory University Institutional Review Board. All subjects provided written informed consent.
Participants
We compared ocular motor functions in 14 TS subjects (6 women and 8 men) aged 19 to 77 years (mean ± standard deviation: 39.87 ± 18.05), and 15 healthy adults (10 women and 5 men), aged 27-70 years (mean ± standard deviation: 47.0 ± 16.67), with no personal or family history of tics or neuropsychiatric disorders. We excluded TS subjects who had motor tic affecting their neck. TS subjects were a cross section of tic severity with all having at least one comorbid condition, mainly attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), generalized anxiety disorder with or without obsessivecompulsive disorder (OCD). Diagnosis of TS and its comorbidities was made using DSM-IV criteria by a movement disorders specialist who had followed each patient for at least 3 years. Table 1 depicts the patient profiles. Symptom severity was measured using standardized Yale Global Tic Severity Scale (YGTSS)-rating scales for tics [28] , Yale-Brown Obsessive Compulsive Scale (Y-BOCS)-OCD [29] , and Brown Symptom Inventory-rating scale for ADHD [30] . At the time of testing, the subjects who were on any pharmacotherapy had been on stable doses of medication for at least a month. They were also free of drug-induced side effects such as daytime sedation, dizziness, or gastrointestinal discomfort. The medications taken by each TS subject are listed in Table 1 . The subjects did not have any abnormality affecting pupillary sphincters, corneal surgery, or surgical pupil. Controls were on no psychotropic medication.
Equipment, setting, and eye-movement recording
We used high-resolution video-based eye tracker (D6 Remote Desktop Eye Tracking Optics, Applied Science Laboratories (ASL), Billerica, MA) to measure horizontal and vertical eye positions. The eye tracker uses the corneal reflection (the first Purkinje image) and the center of the pupil to measure the coordinates of the gaze position. Such technology therefore does not rely on pupil size which may change with light reflex or cognitive processes including thoughts and behaviors. The parameter that might affect detection of the center of the pupil is the irregular shape (for example post-surgical pupil), but none of our subjects had eye surgery or irregular pupils. We measured the gaze position in space-fixed coordinates, hence not registering eye movements due to the vestibulo-ocular reflex. Additional precautions were also taken to prevent any head movements. The subject sat on a high-back chair that was set in a fixed, stationary, position. The subject's head was supported by the back of the seat and was secured to the headrest using a cloth head restraint to prevent movements. TS, by nature of its pathology, is associated with verbal tic. We discarded the trials that were associated with any verbal tics, since the latter can lead to head motion (and VOR). The subjects' nasion was 65 cm away from the projection screen. The screen was 40.64 cm (1280 pixels) long and 30.48 cm (1024 pixels) high. Its background color was blue (0,0,126 in RGB). The fixation cross was positioned at the center of the screen and was 0.75 0 in diameter. The horizontal and vertical eye positions were measured as the subject attempted to fixate the gaze on the visual target or on the fixation cross. We performed four trials in two sets. The data was sampled at 120 Hz temporal and 5 minarc spatial resolution; the visual range was 50°horizontally and 40°vertically. The entire experiment took up to 15 min including the break time. The digital output from the video-oculography machine and the distance between the projection screen and the subject's position were used to compute the visual angle (eye position) offline.
The eye position data were used for post hoc analysis. All eye position epochs were smoothened with Savitzky-Golay filter (polynomial order: 3; frame length: 11). The eye position was differentiated and smoothed with a Savitzky-Golay filter (polynomial order: 3; frame length: 21) to compute the eye velocity. The microsaccades were identified with Engbert algorithm [17] . We used composite vector of horizontal and vertical components for further analysis. Previous studies have shown that microsaccade amplitudes reach asymptote at 1° [11, 17] , but we analyzed fixational saccades with all amplitudes since they may contribute to the overall fixational instability in TS. In order to exclude visually guided or voluntary saccade, we used saccades that did not accompany target shifts and were smaller than 4°amplitude. The variables of interest were as follows: amplitudes, intersaccadic invervals, peak velocities, and drift velocities and variance in eye position during intersaccadic interval; data analysis was performed using custom-prepared software in Matlab™ programming language [20] . Further analysis was performed in three steps. First, we examined, at the population level, whether there are differences in the amplitude or frequency (rate) of microsaccades. For this analysis, we compared the distributions of amplitude values obtained for each microsaccade and the inverse of intersaccadic interval (the direct surrogate of frequency). There are two possible ways to measure the rate of microsaccades; one is to find intersaccade interval and compute its inverse. The second way is to fit a sinusoid and get the value of frequency from the fitted sinusoid. The latter technique, however, was not applicable in our data that had no sinusoidal modulation of the position waveform. Hence, we utilized intersaccadic interval to mesure the rate of microsaccade. We implemented Kolmogorov-Smirnov test to investigate the differences amongst populations. In addition we also compared the median values and the range of distributions. Age may influence movement parameters. Therefore, we assessed whether the subjects' age influences the microsaccade amplitudes and frequencies. We then measured the differences in the regression fit of the amplitude and frequency with age, and assessed whether two regression fits are significantly different. Such analyses allowed us to determine whether microsaccades are different in patients with TS compared to healthy subjects. It also facilitated an investigation whether the differences are due to the subjects' age.
Results
Eye movements during fixation and eye positions during intersaccadic intervals Figure 1a depicts an example of horizontal and vertical eye movements during 5-s epoch of steady fixation in a subject with TS, while Fig. 1b depicts the same phenomenon in a healthy subject. Two types of fixational eye movements were present in both examples. One type was rapid re-fixation featuring small saccades not visible to the naked eye. These fixational saccades or microsaccades were also associated with slow drifts in the eye position during intersaccadic intervals. We performed quantitative analysis of the amplitude, velocity, intersaccadic interval, and the regularity of the microsaccades and the variance in eye position during intersaccadic interval. Figure 1c illustrates the summary of the amplitudes of microsaccades measured in TS subjects and controls. We distributed microsaccades from each population amongst respective amplitude bins. We then normalized the proportion of microsaccades in a given bin to the size of the population. Such normalization allowed comparison of the distributions without being affected by uneven sample size [20] . Normalized occurrence of microsaccades is plotted on the yaxis while corresponding bin value is plotted on the x-axis. The normalized histogram compares the amplitude distribution in control subjects (blue lines) with that of the TS subjects (red line). The range of the amplitudes covering 66% of the area under the curve in the healthy controls is 0.33-1.41°. The curve describing the TS population shows a leftward shift with the amplitude range comprising 66% of the area under the curve between 0.30-1.30°. These differences between the two curves are statistically significant (KolmogorovSmirnov statistics: p = 0.03). The leftward shift of the curve depicting the TS population suggests more prevalent lowamplitude microsaccades in TS as compared to healthy subjects.
Microsaccade amplitude

Intersaccadic interval
We measured the duration of intersaccadic interval quantifying the spacing of adjacent microsaccades. Figure 1d with the cummulative sum, is plotted on y-axis, while x-axis depicts the bins of intersaccadic interval. e Main-sequence analysis comparing the peak velocity and the displacement amplitude of each microsaccade. Each symbol depicts one event. Blue symbols represent healthy subjects, while red symbols represent subjects with TS. f Variance of eye position during intersaccadic interval is plotted on y-axis. Each box plot depicts one group; blue is healthy subjects while TS subjects are summarized in red box plot. g Normalized distribution of drift velocity. The event rate, normalized with the cumulative sum of the histogram, is plotted on the y-axis while the drift velocity is plotted on the x-axis. Red lines depict Tourette syndrome, while blue lines represent healthy subjects statistics: p < 0.001). Prolongation of intersaccadic interval suggests decreased rate of microsaccade generation, while increased range of the 66% area under the curve depicts increased irregularity in the occurrence of microsaccades in TS.
Main-sequence analysis
We measured the quantitative features of the saccade kinematics in the main-sequence where the amplitude of displacement is correlated to the corresponding peak velocity. Figure 1e depicts the summary of a main-sequence from TS subjects and control subjects. The scatter of the data points depicts a TS overlay over that of the controls. It is noteworthy that we utilized logarhthmic values of amplitude and velocity of saccades and microsaccades to accommodate the entire range of gaze shift in Fig. 1e . Smaller size of saccades, such as microsaccades, follow linear amplitude to velocity relationship, while larger size of saccades have non-linear relationship depicted by the Eq. 1.
Peak saccade velocity
Logarithmic value of the saccade amplitude and velocity would, however, reveal linear relationship, regardless of their size. Hence, the comparison of the logarhithmic values, as depicted in Fig. 1e , allowed linear fit of all saccades (regardless of their size) using the same linear fit equation. The slope of the linear fit in TS was 0.60 and 0.62 in controls. The mainsequence suggests normal kinematic properties of microsaccades in TS.
Fixation stability during intersaccadic intervals
In order to measure fixation stability during intersaccadic intervals, we first measured the variance of eye positions. Figure 1f depicts the summary of the variances of eye positions in controls and in TS. The median variance of eye position in TS was 0.024°, and 95% confidence interval around the median of variance was in the range of 0.02-0.026°. In healthy subjects, the median variance was 0.02°and 95% confidence interval around the median ranged between 0.017°and 0.023°. The difference in the variance of eye position were small but reached statistical significance (p = 0.01, t test).
Drift velocity
We measured the velocity of the eyes between adjacent microsaccades during drifts. Fig. 1g illustrates the distribution of drift velocity in all the TS (red line) and the healthy subjects (blue line) in a normalized histogram. There was a shift in the peak of the curve from 1.79°/s in healthy subjects to 2.6°/s in TS suggesting significantly more instances of higher drift velocity in TS subjects than in healthy controls (KolmogorovSmirnov statistics: p = 0.002). The range of drift velocities encompassing 66% area under the curve was 1.60-4.0°/s in healthy subjects, the lower value of the range further shifted, but the range got narrower in TS (1.90-3.60°/s).
Lack of correlation with severity and comorbidities
We qualitatively assessed the severity of TS and the associated comorbidities of ADHD and OCD using YGTSS, Brown ADD scale, and Y-BOCS, respectively. We found lack of correlation between the rating scale outcomes and the microsaccade amplitude, intersaccadic interval, and drift velocity. Table 2 depicts the coefficient of determination (r-squared values) of each parameter of the fixational eye movements and the score obtained from the rating scales. We cannot comment on the potential effect of medications on these results other than pointing out that the medication types but not the doses of medications used by TS subjects were comparable across subjects.
Characteristics of microsaccades can vary with the age. In order to assess putative influence of the age on observed results, we measured whether regression fit correlating the frequency and amplitude with the age of the subject is significantly different in healthy subjects compared to TS. The slope and intercept of relationship of the amplitude with age was −0.00005 ± 0.003 (fit ±95% confidence interval) and 0.5 ± 0.2 in TS, while it was 0.01 ± 0.003 and 0.05 ± 0.17 in healthy subjects. The slope and intercept of frequency relationship to the age was 0.04 ± 0.01 and 0.76 ± 0.5 in TS, and it was 0.001 ± 0.01 and 2.2 ± 0.5 in healthy subjects. The difference in both comparisons was statistically significant (p < 0.01).
Effects of pharmacotherapy
We then asked whether pharamacotherapy used to treat symptoms of TS, even at therapeutic doses, affects the microsaccade amplitude and frequency. Therefore, we classified the subjects in TS group among those with pharmacotherapy and who were drug free. There was no difference in the amplitude (ANOVA, p = 0.14) or frequency of microsaccades (ANOVA, p = 0.4) between two groups.
Discussion
We found three key findings in fixational eye movements in subjects with TS with comorbid OCD and ADD: (i) The amplitude of microsaccades was relatively reduced, (ii) rate of microsaccade was reduced, and (iii) the ocular drifts had higher velocity. These results are consistent with known pathophysiology in TS centered on abnormal function of frontostriatal circuits and altered basal ganglia output to the superior colliculus.
Basal ganglia is an important relay center for indirect projections from frontal and parietal eye fields to the superior colliculus [31] . The eye movement-related cortical neurons project to the caudate nucleus [31] . The caudate sends inhibitory direct projections to the substantia nigra pars reticulata and indirectly to the subthalamus via the external segment of the globus pallidus [32] (Fig. 2) . Substantia nigra pars reticulata maintains tonic GABAergic inhibition on the superior colliculus [33] (Fig. 2) . Transient cessation of these neurons, in preparation for the voluntary saccade, leads to timely saccade initiation [34, 35] . Disruption in the activity of this network is known to result in saccade abnormalities [36] .
The studies of eye movements in subjects with TS have suggested difficulties in the timing of saccade execution and the inhibition of preprogrammed motor commands supporting the existence of abnormal fronto-striatal circuit abnormalities [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] 17] . Such impairments are also known to exist in motor deficits, such as tics, hence providing further insight into the pathophysiology of TS as a disorder of inhibition and timing [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] 17] . TS might result from imbalance in activity of direct and indirect pathway, but unlike parkinsonism the direct pathway is relatively overactive, therefore reducing the activity of substantia nigra pars reticulata and subsequent disinhibition of the superior colliculus (Fig. 2) . Latter might change the threshold level of pre-saccadic activity required to initiate a saccade. Changes in threshold of pre-saccadic activity might affect the frequency and amplitudes of microsaccades as we noted in TS.
Our findings of reduced microsaccade amplitude are consistent with findings from other classes of saccades in TS [4, 5] . Our subjects also had increased drift velocity during intersaccadic interval. Such phenomenon could be attributed to altered function of the frontal eye field fixation neurons [35] . Previous studies investigated the ability of subjects with TS to smoothly track a moving target (pursuit) and their ability to hold gaze on a steady target. The results were conflicting: one investigation discovered increased incidence of intrusive saccades disrupting steady fixation [36] , while a former investigation revealed normal fixation stability in subjects with TS [9] . The measure of fixation stability in the presence (or absence) of a distracting stimulus was an important caveat in the interpretation of the affirmative results [36] . Although incidence of intrusive saccades was increased, there was no quantification of their kinematics [36] . We asked whether TS featuring imbalance in indirect and direct basal ganglia pathways as well as impairments in fronto-striatal network affect fixational eye movements.
We found no correlation between microsaccade amplitude, intersaccadic interval, and drift velocity, and the age, clinical severity of TS, and its comorbidities of ADD and OCD. Hence, the fixation impairment in TS is not linearly determined by symptom severity or the subjects' age. It is also possible that increased drift velocity in subjects with TS was Fig. 2 Schematic diagram depicting the normal network connections between the parietal and frontal cortex, striatum, pallidum, subthalamus, and the superior colliculus in programming of saccades. Red arrows depict inhibitory connections, while green arrows are excitatory.
Thicker arrows in the panel depicting Tourette syndrome depicts overactivity, while thinner arrows illustrated reducted activity. Disinhibition of the superior colliculus is illustrated with thick border of the corresponding box merely a reflection of associated ADD, where subjects could not attend to fixate on the target. Lack of attention, however, would also increase the amplitude and/or the frequency of microsaccades requiring larger or more frequent re-fixations. However, the microsaccade amplitude and rate were reduced in our TS patients. None of our subjects had TS without ADD or OCD; hence, we could not comment on fixation stability in isolated TS. We used first Purkinje image and the center of the pupil to track the coordinates of the gaze; hence, there was no influence of pupil size on our measures.
The finding of reduced microsaccade amplitude and frequency in TS differed from that in subjects with disorders of visual system such as amblyopia [37] , refractive error [38] , or degenerative disorders such as Parkinson's disease or progressive supranuclear palsy [26, 27] . Disorders of visual system such as amblyopia increases the amplitude of microsaccades and reduces its frequency; refractive error affects the amplitude of microsaccades [37, 38] ; the degenerative disorder such as Parkinson's disase and progressive supranuclear palsy increases the amplitude of microsaccades and increases their frequency [26, 27] .
To epitomize, in TS subjects with ADD and OCD we found abnormal fixational eye movements. The microsaccade amplitude was reduced and intersaccadic interval was increased. These deficits supported abnormal fronto-striatal activity and impairment in the basal ganglia output to the collicular fixation zone. Increased drift velocities in subjects with TS might suggest suboptimal function of frontal eye field fixation sensitive neurons. There is paucity of objective therapeutic markers for motor disorders in TS; studies of gaze holding and microsaccades can be a sensitive outcome parameter.
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